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0. Outline 
G.P. Hochschild [9] showed that for a field K the free associative algebra K(X) 
on a nonempty set X has right global dimension 1; if we impose the commutativity 
relations xy=yx (x,YEX) the ring becomes the commuting polynomial algebra 
K[X], and the global dimension increases to /XI, where this is taken to mean the 
number of elements of X if X is finite, and 00 otherwise, cf. [5, 1X.7.1 11. 
What happens if we introduce only some chosen subset of the above com- 
mutativity relations? G.M. Bergman [2] showed that the right global dimension of 
the resulting ‘generalized polynomial algebra’ is as small as it can reasonably be, 
namely it is equal to 1 YI for the largest subset Y of X such that all elements of Y are 
made to commute with each other; that is, such that our algebra contains a 
commuting polynomial algebra K[ Y], Y C_ X. 
For the commuting polynomial algebra, K[X], the global dimension and much 
other homological information can be obtained fairly easily using an exact sequence 
first made explicit by Koszul [12], cf. [9, p. 911. In Section 1 below we construct an 
exact sequence for generalized polynomial algebras which reduces to the Koszul 
resolution in the extreme case where our generalized polynomial algebra is the 
commuting polynomial algebra. In Section 2 we apply our exact sequence to get 
certain homological information about generalized polynomial algebras, including 
Bergman’s global dimension formula. In Section 3 we extract the properties of 
generalized polynomial algebras used in the construction of the exact sequence, and 
deduce that certain other algebras have analogous exact sequences. An example of 
such an algebra is the group algebra obtained by inverting the indeterminates in a 
generalized polynomial algebra. Another example is the ‘generalized Weyl algebra’ 
obtained by using relations of the form xy-yx=~~,,~ K in place of the com- 
mutativity relations. 
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1. The exact sequence 
Throughout let K be a ring (associative with I), X a set, and A a subset of XxX. 
By viewing X as a set of K-centralizing indeterminates we may form the ring 
K(X) of polynomials in noncommuting K-centralizing indeterminates, with 
coefficients in K. We shall be interested in the generalizedpolynomial ring resulting 
from factoring out of K(X) the ideal generated by {[x, y] 1 (x, y) E A }, where as 
usual [x, y] denotes xy- yx. For convenience, and with no loss of generality, we 
assume that A has the property that no (x,x) lies in A, and if (x, Y)EA then 
(y,x)~A. (Thus as a relation on X, A is anti-reflexive and symmetric.) 
To help in visualization, consider the (non-oriented) graph X, which has vertex 
set X and with an edge connecting two elements x and y if and only if (x, y) E A. Our 
generalized polynomial ring is completely specified by the graph X, together with K, 
and we shall denote our ring by K(X,). We shall not distinguish between an 
element of X and its images in K(X), K(X,); the correct interpretation should be 
clear from the context. 
Recall that a graph is complete if each pair of distinct vertices is connected by an 
edge. Thus the complete subgraphs of X, correspond to the subsets Y of X such that 
every two elements of Y are connected by an edge in X,. 
What we propose to do in this section is construct, for the ring R= K(X,), an 
exact sequence of R-bimodules 
. ..-.k,(R&R) ‘...‘k,(ROKR)-ko(RO,R)~R-*O, (1) 
where for each n, k, = k,(X,) is the number of complete n-vertex subgraphs of X,, 
and k,(R@, R) denotes the direct sum of k, copies of R OK R. For example, kz is the 
number of edges of X,, k, is the cardinal of X, and kO, the number of empty sub- 
graphs of X,, is 1 (see [8]). 
We first want some preliminary results. 
For each element of X, write star(z) for the subset of X consisting of all elements 
w of X that are joined to z by an edge of X,. Notice that z B star(z). 
For each subset Z of X, write Z, for the subgraph ZAnzxz of XA. 
1.1. Remark. Let Y be a subset of X, t an element of X not in Y, and write W= 
Yflstar(z). In a natural way, we can identify K(( WU {I})~) with the polynomial 
ring K( WA)[z], and identify K(( YU {z}),) with the coproduct with amalgamation 
K(YA)J-LK(uJ,, K( ( WU { z})~). This fact will be the basis for inductive arguments 
in this section. 
1.2. Lemma (Bergman [2]). For each finite subset Z of X, K(X,.,) is flat as left 
K( Z, >-module. 
Proof. For any finite subsets Z’C Z of X we shall prove by induction on IZI that 
K(ZA) is free as left K(Z:,)-module on a basis containing 1. For jZ/ =0 this is 
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clearly true, so we may assume that Z’G 2 are finite subsets of X, and for all 
WG YCZ, K( YA) is free as left K( W,)-module on a basis containing 1. If Z’= 2 
then clearly K(ZA > is free as left K(Z:, j-module on a basis containing 1. So we may 
assume there is an element z of Z that does not lie in Z’. Let Y = Z- {z}, and write 
W= Ynstar(z). By the induction hypothesis, K( YA) is free as left K( W,)-module 
on a basis containing 1, and obviously K( WA) [z] is free as left K( WA )-module on 
the basis {l,z,t*,...} containing 1. Now recall that for this sort of situation, the 
coproduct with amalgamation, here K( Y,> I&( w,,K( WA)[z] = K(Z,), has as a 
left K( W,)-basis the set of alternating products not involving l’s formed from our 
two bases. And further, the alternating products that do not begin with an element 
of the basis of K( YA) form a left K( Y,)-basis containing 1, the empty product. 
See, for example, [l, Proposition 4.11. By another application of the induction 
hypothesis we see that KC Y,) is in turn free as left K(Z”)-module on a basis 
containing 1, so by transitivity K(ZA) is free as left K(Z’,)-module on a basis 
containing 1. This completes the inductive proof of the above claim. In particular 
then, for any finite subsets ZGX’ of X, K(X’,) is free, hence flat, as left K(Z,)- 
module. As K(X,) is the direct limit of the K(X’,) as X’ ranges over the finite 
subsets of X that contain 2, it follows that K(X,) is flat as left K(Z,.,)-module, as 
desired. 
1.3. Remark. The statement of Lemma 1.2 is the absolute minimum that we shall 
need, and in fact much stronger results hold. Bergman [2] (proof reproduced in [7]) 
showed that for any subset Z of X, K(X, > is free as left K( ZA >-module; he actually 
gives an explicit basis by finding a normal form for the monomials in X. 
Oliver Pretzel has pointed out to me that Cartier and Foata [6, Theortme 1.21 give 
an interesting normal form for the monomials in X. Their normal form is quite 
different from Bergman’s, and does not seem to yield a K( Z, )-basis for K( X, > for 
arbitrary subsets Z of X. 
1.4. Definition. For any ring homomorphism Y-Z, the kernel of the multipli- 
cation map Z@,Z-Z, a@b-ab, is denoted Q,(Z). As Z-bimodule Q,(Z) is 
presented on the generators zd= z@ 1 - 1 @z, z E Z, with relations (a + b)d= ad+ bd, 
(ab)d= ud- b + a. bd for all a, b E Z, and yd= 0 for all y E Y. (This is easy to prove by 
considering the map from ZOyZ that sends a@b to ad. b, cf. [5, 1X.3.21, repro- 
duced in [3].) 
Suppose Z is presented over Y by a set A of generators and a set B of relators; that 
is, there is given a homomorphism YJ&Z(A)-Z, and B is a generating set for the 
kernel. Then Q,(Z) is presented as Z-bimodule by generators ad, SEA, and the 
relators obtained by formally differentiating the elements of B and using Yd= 0. For 
example, if Z is presented over Y by a generator z and relations wz=zw for all 
w E W, for some subset W of Y (so A = {z} and B = { wz - zw / w E W}), then Q r(Z) 
is the Z-bimodule generated by zd with relations we zd = zd- w for all w E W. So in this 
case if W is a subring of Y then there is an isomorphism of Z-bimodules Q,(Z)= 
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ZowZ with zd++l @ 1. (This type of argument is elaborated in some detail in [4].) 
1.5. Lemma. Let t be an element of X, Y a finite subset of X not containing z, and 
W= Ynstar(z). Then the K(XA)-bimodule map 
(2) 
determined by (10 l)Y = z@ 1 - 1 @t is injective. 
Proof. Write Z = YU {z}. From its construction KC ZA > is presented over K< YA > by 
a generator z with relations wt= zw for all WE K( WA). So by Definition 1.4, 
nK(Y,,(K(ZA))=K(ZA)OK(w,)K(ZA), zd*l@l. Hence there is an exact 
sequence of K(ZA)-bimodules 
with (10 l)Y’=z@ 1 - 1 @z. Since the final term of (3) is free as left K(Z,)-module, 
(3) is left K(Z,)-split, so remains exact under K(XA)@,QZ~) -. Further, by Lemma 
1.2, K(XA) is flat as left K(ZA)-module, so (3) remains exact under 
K(X/r) @K(z,) - @K(z,) K( X,). This proves that the map y (exists and) is injective. 
We are now in a position to obtain our exact sequence fairly quickly. 
1.6. Definition. Let A(X) denote the exterior ring on X, that is, the ring resulting 
from factoring out of Z(X) the ideal generated by {xy+y~,x~~x,y~X}. The 
natural homomorphism Z(X)-A(X) will be denoted f-(f). Thus (x>(y) = 
(xy) = - (yx> = -(y>(x) for all x, y E X. Clearly A(X) is graded by X-degree. The 
nth homogeneous component is denoted A”(X), called the nth exteriorpower of X. 
As we range over any Z-basis of A”(X) consisting of monomials 0-t ***xn), the 
corresponding sets {xt, . . . , x,) range over all n element subsets of X. (If n 2 2 such a 
subset gives rise to 2 unequal monomials in A”(X) but only one of these can occur 
in any basis.) 
Let A<X,> denote the graded subgroup of A(X) spanned by the monomials of 
the form (x, *a-x,> where {x1, .. . , x,,}.+, is a complete subgraph of X,, or 
equivalently, for any two distinct Xi, xi, 1~ i, js n we have (Xi, Xj) E A. (Although it 
is of no use to us, let us remark that A(X,> can also be viewed as the graded ring 
obtained from A(X) by factoring out the ideal generated by { (xy) : (.u, y) e,4 1.) 
The nth homogeneous component of A<X,> will be denoted A”“<X,>. As we range 
over any Z-basis of An(X,> consisting of monomials (xi . ..x.,), the corresponding 
subgraphs of X, range over all n-vertex complete subgraphs of X,, . Thus we see that 
A”<X,> is a free abelian group of rank k,. 
1.7. Theorem. Let R = K(X,). The graded R-bimodule (R@KR)& A(X,> has an 
R-bimodule differential 6 determined by 
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((10 1)O (Xl aqeX,))6= f (-l)‘-‘(Xi@ l- 1 @X,)@(X, . ..i.***x,). (4) 
,=I 
The homology of the resulting differential graded R-bimodule is given, as R- 
bimodule, by 
(5) 
Here as usual * indicates that the term is to be omitted. 
Proof. It is straightforward to compute that 
((lo l)o (XI “‘X*))d’= C (-l)‘+‘([Xi,Xi]o 1 
rsjclsn 
- l~[x,,x~])~(xl”.~~j’“~;.“x,). (6) 
By definition of A<X,> we have (X;vXj)EA for X;+Xjy SO [Xi,Xj] =0 for 1 sj<isn. 
Hence 6*= 0, that is, 6 is a differential. 
For each subset Y of X write 
E(Y) = (R&R)& A( Y,>. 
We view E(Y) as a sub differential-graded-R-bimodule of E(X). Notice that it is the 
homology of E(X) that we are computing. 
By definition of homology, H&!?(Y)) = (R&R)/(& uR(y@ 1 - 1 @y)R), 
which can be identified with R&( rA, R in a natural way. In particular, H&E(X)) = 
R, which gives the n = 0 case of (5). 
The main step of the proof will be to show that for each finite subset Y of X, 
H,(E( Y)) = 0 for n > 0. (7) 
Since E(X) is the direct limit of the E(Y) as Y ranges over the finite subsets of X, it 
will then follow that H,(E(X)) = 0 for all n > 0, which will complete the proof of (5). 
Hence it suffices to check (7) for each finite subset Y of X. We proceed by induction 
on JYI. If 1 YI =0 then (7) is obvious. Now let Z be a nonempty finite subset of X, 
and suppose (7) holds for all proper subsets Y of Z. Choose any TV Z, let 
Y = Z- (z}, W= Yfl star(t). Any complete subgraph of ZA either does not contain z 
or does contain t, so is either a complete subgraph of Y, or is obtained by taking a 
complete subgraph of WA and adjoining z. Thus we see that there is an additive 
isomorphism of degree 1, 
A< WA) L A(Z/,)/A( Y/r>, (wl***w,>~<w, .a. w,z> + A( Y,>. 
(8) 
It is easy to check that this gives rise to an isomorphism of differential graded R- 
bimodules E(W) =E(Z)/E( Y). There is therefore a long exact homology sequence 
which can be expressed in the form of an exact triangle of graded R-bimodules 
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(see [5, IV.31, [13, 11.4.11). Since the map in (8) has degree 1 we see that p has degree 
-1, and (Y, y have degree 0. Hence for each n we have an exact sequence 
H,(E( Y)) a H,(W)) - H,,_ ,(E( W)). The induction hypothesis says that 
for n 2 2 the two end terms here are 0, so H&E(Z)) = 0 for n L 2. It remains to check 
that H,@(Z)) = 0. Here we have the exact sequence 
HI 6% I’)) A H,(E(Z)) -!?--+ HOW W) y HcMY)) 
II II II (9) 
0 RO,( w,,,R R%cY,>R 
and it can be checked that (I@ I)Y = z@ I- 1 Oz. So by Lemma 1.5 the final map in 
(9) is injective, so H,@(Z)) = 0. This completes the inductive argument, and hence 
the proof. 
1.8. Remark. In concrete terms, Theorem 1.7 says there is an exact sequence of R- 
bimodules 
. ..-+R&R@ A”<X,>-,..- R&R@, A’(XAF+R@KR@Z A”<XA>-R-O. 
tl II (IO) 
k,(R@KR) 9 R&KR ROKR 
Each of the terms is flat as left R-module (since R is flat as left K-module) so (10) 
remains exact under NC&- for any right R-module N, giving an exact sequence of 
right R-modules 
...-+k,N@KR-+...+ k,N@KR-+N@KR-‘N*O (11) 
(which includes (10) as the case N= R). The usefulness of this exact sequence is that 
it gives an R-resolution of N in which the terms are given by the K-module structure 
of N. This will be exploited in the next section. 
1.9. Examples. In the case where X, is a complete graph we have R=K[X] (the 
polynomial ring in K-centralizing indeterminates) and A<X,> = A(X). In this case 
the exact sequence (11) was observed by Hochschild [9, p. 911; if we take N to be the 
right R-module whose underlying K-module structure is K, and with each element of 
X acting as 0, (11) becomes the familiar Koszul resolution R@Z A(X) --K-+0, cf. 
[12], [5, VII.41, [13, VII.21. 
At the other extreme, if A is empty we say X, is totally disconnected and here 
R =K(X), and A<X,> is the ring of dual numbers on X, In this case the resolution 
(11) is the exact sequence O+@xN@KR+N@KR+N+O observed by Hochschild 
[9, p. 941. 
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2. Homological properties of generalized polynomial rings 
Recall that for any ring and right R-module N, the homological dimension of 
N over R, hdRN, is defined as the least integer n for which there exists a projective 
R-resolution of length n, O-+P,+... +P,-+N+O, or 00 if no such n exists. 
Recall further that for any finite exact sequence 
O-N,-+-**-No-N_, -0 (12) 
we have 
hdN_,rmax{i+hdN;/i=O,...,d). (13) 
To see this one argues by induction on d, breaking up (12) into two exact sequences 
O-Nd +-.**Ni +N-0, O+N*Na’N_, -0. The induction hypothesis applied to 
the first sequence gives an upper bound for hd N which gives the correct upper 
bound for hd N_, once we show hd N-i rmax(hd N,, 1 + hd N}; thus it remains to 
verify the case d= 1. Here one can argue by induction on hd No (cf. [lo, III, 
Theorem 11) or by building resolutions (cf. [5, 1.2.51). (In the latter vein one can 
show that given projective resolutions of the N;, 
. . . -+~ij-‘...-+~iO-+N;-+O, 
i=O,..., d, one can construct a projective resolution 
**‘*,+ p*-,j -t...-*POO-‘N_, -0.) 
Let us define the homological dimension of X, as 
hdXA=sup(mjk,JXJ+O}, 
where we are writing k, = k,(X,J to denote the number of complete m-vertex sub- 
graphs of X,. Thus in the finite case hd X, is the size of the largest complete 
subgraph of X,. 
2.1. Proposition. For any right K<XA)-module N, 
hdKCx,, Nr hd X, + hdK N. 
Proof. If hdX, is infinite then the inequality is automatically true. Thus we may 
assume that hd X, is an integer, d say. From Remark 1.8 we have a finite exact 
sequence of right K(X, )-modules (1 l), and for i= 0, . . . , d, the ith term is 
kiNOKK(XA), whose homological dimension over K(X,) is clearly 
hdK(x,, NOKK( X, > . Applying (13) in this situation gives 
t&(x,,, Nld+ hdK<x,,N&K<X,). 
Now as left K-module K(X,) is flat, so any projective K-resolution of N lifts under 
-OKK(XA) to a projective K(XA)-resolution of N&K(X,); thus 
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hdKcx,,N&K<X,) 5 hdKN. 
Combined with our previous inequality this gives the desired result. 
With this result we see that r.gl.dim K(X,) s hdX, +r.gl.dim K. To prove 
equality if K is nonzero let us go more deeply into the homological algebra and 
consider situations where equality holds in Proposition 2.1. 
We begin by fixing a map from X to the centre Z(K) of K, say the map is 
,I :X-Z(K), x-1,. Then any right K-module N can be made into a right K(X,)- 
module Ni where each element x of X acts as Ax on N”, that is, x- 1, annihilates Ni. 
2.2. Proposition. If M, N are right K-modules then for each integer n there is an 
isomorphism 
Ext&,,(N”,MA)= 6 (Ext;c-‘(N,M))k* 
i=O 
that is natural in N, ii4. 
Proof. Choose a projective K-resolution of N, 
. . . -+Pj+...-+P,-+N-+O. 
We claim there is a diagram of right K(XA)-modules 
(14) 
--.-+kiP,(XA) --t..+-+ k&,(X,) -PO” * 0 
1 1 1 
-se-, kiN(XA) *.-.-+ k&(X,) -+N” -0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
where we are writing Pj(XA) to denote P/JjlKK(XA) to simplify notation. Here 
each of the rows is given by an exact sequence of the form (ll), and each of the 
columns is an exact sequence obtained by applying -QKkiK(XA) to (14). Thus the 
rows and columns of (15) are exact, and it is easy to check that (15) commutes. 
Further, each of the kiPj<XA> is a projective K(XA)-module. Associated to the 
diagram (15) there is a ‘condensed’ complex 
**.+ @ kiPj(XA) -+...+k,,Po(XA)-rN*-+O 
i+j=n 
(16) 
(cf. [5, p. 611, [13, p. 3011) and this is actually a projective K(X,)-resolution, as can 
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be checked by diagram chasing. To compute ExtK(XA)(NA,M*) we can either apply 
Hom,,,A,(-,MA) to (16) and compute the cohomology groups, or apply 
Hom,,,A,(-,MA) to (15) and form the ‘condensed’ cocomplex and then compute the 
cohomology groups. We take the latter approach, and here we claim that the 
diagram obtained by applying HomKcxA,(-,MA) to (15) (deleting the border) can be 
written 
r f 
*-. +- HomK(Pi, IV@~ + -a. + HomK(Pj, A@” +O 
T T 
i i 
. ..~-Ho~~(P~.M)~~~...~H~~~(P~,M)~ocO 
T T 
0 0 
(17) 
In fact the (i,j)th entry must be 
HomK(X,)(kiPJ(XA),M)=HOmK(kiPj,M)=HomK(Pj,M)kl 
which justifies (17). Our next claim is that all the horizontal maps in (17) are 0. The 
typical such map is given by 
HomK(Ai(X,)O,Pj,Mn)‘HomK(Ai+‘(XA)OEPi,M) 
f-s 
where g is given by 
;+I 
(XI *‘*Xi+t)OP- J, ((-l)k-l{((X~“‘~k”.Xi+~)O~~,~~)f 
_((x ,... &... 
Xi+ I > OP)0,} 
= 0 since f is K-linear. 
Thus all the horizontal maps in (17) are 0, so the cohomology groups are given by 
the cohomology of the columns; but the cohomology of the ith column is clearly 
Ext,(N, A4)kl. Thus we find that for each integer n, Exti(xA,(NL,M”)= 
@i+j=n(Ext$(N,M))kd as desired. 
2.3. Corollary. For any nonzero right K-module N, 
hdKcxA) N” = hd X, + hdK N. 
Proof. Consider any integers i, j. From the equality 
hdKN=sup{n )Exti(N,M)#O, Ma right K-module), 
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(cf. [5, VI.2.11, (13, VII.l.l]) we see that if hd,Nrj then there exists a right K- 
module M with Ext/K(N,M) # 0. If hd X A 1 i then ki f 0 SO Exti(N, M)k~ f 0. Hence 
by Proposition 2.2, Ext $,,,,(NA,M1) f 0, so hdKcx,, N” 2 i +j. This proves 
hdKcxA, N” r hd X, + hdKN. Equality now follows by Proposition 2.1. 
2.4. Corollary (Bergman [2]). If K is nonhero hzn 
r&dim K(X,) = hd X, + r.gl.dimK. 
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.1. 
2.5. Examples (Bergman [2]). Let K be a field. If X, is the complete graph on 6 
vertices, with 15 edges, then the global dimension of K(X,) =K[X] is 6. If we delete 
any one edge, the global dimension goes down to 5. If we remove another edge not 
having a vertex in common with the first, the global dimension becomes 4, and if we 
now delete the unique edge having no vertex in common with those two, it goes 
down to 3 (see Fig. la), though this ring has 12 of the original commutativity 
relations. We can get global dimension 2 still keeping 9 of our 15 relations (Fig. 1 b), 
but to bring the dimension down to 1, we have to discard all the commutativity 
relations. 
a b 
Fig. 1. 
3. Related ring constructions 
We now examine the properties of K(X,) that gave us the exact sequence of 
Section 1. Thus, suppose we are given a ring R and a ring homomorphism K(X) -R 
so we can define a sequence of R-bimodule maps 
.*.‘RO,RO,A”(X,~~...-RO,R~ R-O (18) 
with 
and 
((rOs)O (x1 .*.x,>)d= i (-l)‘-‘(rX,~S-f~x,s)~(x,...f,.~.x,> 
,=1 
(f @s)& = TS. 
Here we do not distinguish between an element of X and its image in R, although we 
are not making any injectivity hypotheses. 
From the computation (6) we see that the precise condition for (18) to be a 
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complex is that for each element (x, y) of A we must have [x, y]@ 1 = 1 a[~, y] in 
R&R. Now recall that {TE R jr@ 1 = 1 @r in R&R} is a subring of R containing 
(the image of) K and having the same centralizer as K in R; this subring is usually 
called the dominion of K in R (see, for example, [3, Corollary 191). For our 
purposes, K can be replaced with its dominion in R, or any intermediate ring, since 
this will not affect the terms and maps in (18). Thus we may assume that K is a 
subring of R such that for each (x,y)~A, the commutator in R, [x,y], lies in K. 
Since the elements of X centralize K, so do the commutators and we have a map 
P :A-+Z(K), byp(x,y) = [x,y] in R; in particular, ~(x,y)= -p(y,x) for all (x,y) EA. 
With this motivation let us recast our hypotheses. 
Fix a mapp:A+Z(K) such that ~(x,y)= -p(y,x) for all (x,y)~A. Let K(X,;p) 
denote the ring resulting from factoring out of K(X) the ideal generated by 
{Ix, y] -,D(x, y) 1 (x, y) E A ). Let R be a ring specified with a homomorphism 
K(X,; ,uu> -R. 
Then there is defined a complex (18), and the proof of Theorem 1.7 will now 
provide a technical set of conditions sufficient for the complex (18) to be acyclic, 
that is, an exact sequence. 
For each subset Y of X let us denote the restriction of p to A rl Y x Y again by p. 
Thus there is defined a ring K( Y, ; p) and there is an obvious ring homomorphism 
K(Y/,;P)+K(X,;P). 
3.1. Lemma. Suppose there is given for each finite subset Y of X a ring R(Y) and a 
ring epimorphism K( Y, ; p > -t R( Y) such that the folio wing conditions hold. 
(a) For any finite subsets Y c Z of X there is a (necessarily unique) ring homo- 
morphism R(Y)- R(Z) such that the following diagram commutes 
K(Y,;pu) - R(Y) 
1 
K(ZA;P~> - R(Z). 
(b) For any z E X and any finite subset W of star(z), R( WU {z)) is free as left 
R( W)-module on a basis containing 1. 
(c) For any z E X and any finite subset W of star(z), there is an isomorphism of 
R( WU {z})-bimodules 
~,~~,(R(WU{Z}))=R(WU(Z})OR~~~R(WU(Z)) 
with zd corresponding to 10 1. 
(d) For any finite subset Y of X and any element z of X not in Y, if W= Yn star(z) 
then the natural map 
R(Y) LL R(WU{z})-+R(YU{z)) 
R,I+., 
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is an isomorphism. 
(e) The direct limit of the maps K( Y, ; ,uu> *R( Y) as Y ranges over the finite 
subsets of X is isomorphic to the given map K( X, ; p > + R. 
Then the sequence (18) is exact, and further R is flat as left R(0)-module, so (18) 
remains exact under NOR- for any right R-module N. 
Proof. Using (b) and (d) we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 1.2 to show that R 
is flat as left R(Z)-module for each finite subset Z of X. Now let z be an element of 
X, Y a finite subset of X not containing z, and write W= Yn star(z). Using (cl) again 
we deduce that there is an isomorphism of R( YU {z})-bimodules 
QR(Y)(R( YU 1~1)) 
cf. (4, (49)]. Now applying (c) we can replace the latter bimodule with 
R( YU {z})&~R( YU {z}) with zd corresponding to 10 1. It follows that there is 
an R-bimodule map y : R@,(,, R-R@,(,,R determined by (1@1)7=z@1 -l@z, 
and since R is flat as left R( YU (z})-module, the proof of Lemma 1.5 shows y is 
injective. For each finite subset Y of X, K( Y, ; p)*R( Y) is an epimorphism so 
ROKCY,;~U)R=ROR(Y) R, by [ 16, Proposition l-11. We now see that the argument in 
the proof of Theorem 1.7 goes through to give an exact sequence of R-bimodules 
(18). Further, R&R = R&(e) R is flat as left R-module so (18) remains exact under 
NOR-. 
3.2. Example. Let us take R =K(X,;n), and for each finite subset Y of X let 
R(Y) = K( YA; ,uu> where the epimorphism K( YA; p) +R( Y) is the identity map. We 
wish to verify that conditions 3.1(a)-(e) are satisfied. Here (a), (e) are trivially true, 
and (d) is easy to see. Now let ZEX and W be a finite subset of star(z). Then 
R( WU (z}) is obtained from R(W) by adjoining the generator z with relations 
k.z=z. k for ail kEK, and 
(19) 
waz-z. w=y(w,z) for all WE W. 
From the construction of R(W) it is easy to check that there is a derivation 
D:R(W)+R(W) such that ko=O for all keK, and wo=fi(w,z) for all we W. 
Hence R( WU (z)) is isomorphic to the Ore extension R( W)[z; D], so in particular is 
free as left R( W)-module on the basis { l,z,z2, . . . } containing 1, which verifies (b). 
To verify (c) we formally differentiate the relations (19) and find as in Definition 1.4 
that nR(&R( WU (z})) is the R( WV {z))-bimodule presented on the generator zd 
with relations k. zd=zd. k for all ke K, and w. zd=.zd. w for all WE W, that is, zd 
commutes with R(W), which proves (c). So by Lemma 3.1 the sequence (18) is exact 
forR=K(XA;.uu). 
As in Proposition 2.1, it follows that r.gl.dim K(X, ;n) 5 hd X, + r.gl.dim K. 
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Here equality need not hold and it is quite a difficult problem to determine the 
actual value of r.gl.dim K(XA ; p). For example if K is a field and X, is the graph 
x Y 
0 3 
and p(x, y) = 1, we have the Weyl algebra A ,(K) which has right global dimension 1 
if the characteristic of K is 0, and right global dimension 2 if the characteristic of K 
is nonzero, by [14]; see [IS] for more general results. 
3.3. Example (Group rings). Let R = K<XA,X- ‘) be the ring resulting from 
adjoining to K(X,) inverses of the elements of X. This is the same as the group ring 
KG where G = G(X,) is the group presented on the generating set X with relations 
xy =yx for all (x, y) E A. For each finite subset Y of X we take R(Y) = K( YA, Y- ’ >, 
and let KC YA) ‘R(Y) be the natural map, easily seen to be an epimorphism since 
inverses are unique. Here conditions 3.1(a), (d), (e) are satisfied. To check 3.1(b), (c) 
let ZE X and W a finite subset of star(z). Then R( WU {z)) is generated over R(W) 
by z, z-l with relations 
Z.Z-“z-‘.Z=l 3 w*z=z. w for all w E R(W). (20) 
Thus R( WU (2)) is isomorphic to the Laurent polynomial ring R( W)[z,z- ‘1, so is 
free as left R(W)-module on the basis { . . . . z-~,z-‘,~,z,z~ ,... 1. Further, 
.QR(,,(R(WU {t})) is the R( WU {t))-bimodule presented on generators zd, (z-‘)~ 
with relations (z-‘)~=-z-‘~z~~z-‘, w-zd=zd. w for all WER(W). Thus the 
generator (z-‘)~ can be thrown away, and 3.1(c) holds. Hence by Lemma 3.1 the 
sequence (18) is exact for R = K( X,, X- ’ > .
Let K be nonzero and let G = G(X,_,). By taking ,Ix= 1 for all x E X we get a map 
,I :X-Z(K) such that every right K-module N can be made into a right R-module 
NL, that is, with trivial G-action. Then exactly as in Section 2 we can deduce that 
r.gl.dim KG = hdXA + r.gl.dim K. Also, as in Corollary 2.3, hdKGKL = hdX,_, + 
hdKK= hdX,. Recall that the cohomological dimension of G over K, cdKG, is by 
definition hdKGK1, so we have cdKG = hdX, and r.gl.dim KG = cdKG + r.gl.dim K. 
4. Postscript 
Shortly after the preceding was written the closely related article by Kim and 
Roush [l l] appeared. Essentially [l l] is concerned with centralizer problems in 
generalized polynomial algebras, but the authors briefly consider some homological 
properties and it is worth mentioning the connection. 
In the case where K is commutative and X is finite, they use topological 
arguments to prove the following: 
4.1. Theorem (Kim-Roush [ll, p. 1851). Let R=K(X,) or K(XA,X-‘) and let 
1: X-Z(K) send each element of X to 1. Then for each n, Extg(K”, K”) = Kkn and 
Torf(KL, ‘K) = k,K as K-bimodules. 
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Proof. For R=K(X,) we get the Ext result by taking M=N=K in Proposition 
2.2. The other cases can be proved similarly. 
If K is commutative the graded K-module Exti(K? Ki) has a multiplication called 
the cup product which makes the module into a graded K-algebra called the 
cohomology algebra, and in [I l] the authors show it is isomorphic to the graded K- 
algebra K&&Y,) if X is finite. (Recall that in Definition 1.6 we gave A(X,) a 
‘useless’ ring structure.) The interested reader can verify the isomorphism using the 
resolution (11) of KA and the methods of [5, p. 221); indeed even for infinite X one 
gets a description of the cohomology algebra. 
Caution: The notation of [l l] is very different from ours. In particular, what we call 
K(X,) is denoted K(G) in [ll], where G is the graph complementary to X, in the 
complete graph on X; thus two elements of Xdo not commute in K(G) if and only if 
they are joined by an edge of G. 
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